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Fischer Panda UK Returns to Emergency
Services Show Showcasing Efficient
Green Technology for Blue Light Sector

Emergency Services Show 2023, 19th to 20th September 2023, NEC, Birmingham

Specialists in integrated mobile hybrid power solutions, Fischer Panda UK,
will be demonstrating the latest innovations in customised electric, power
and HVAC systems for the vehicle sector at this year’s Emergency Services
Show.



As a trusted provider of complete system solutions, Fischer Panda UK will be
on hand to showcase the latest range of products from leading brand
partners, such as Mastervolt and Autoclima. Demonstrating how hybrid
systems can be designed to help reduce fuel consumption, noise emissions
and maintenance costs, the expert team can also advise on system solutions
which help towards reducing CO2 emissions whilst ensuring continuous
power supply and optimum performance in critical situations.

Fischer Panda UK will display applications at the show demonstrating their
technical expertise in offering supply, installation and service of complete
customised solutions for specialist application vehicles including incident
response units, command centres, and mobile medical units.

"We are delighted to be attending the Emergency Services Show again this
year," said Ian Saunders, Sales Manager at Fischer Panda UK. "As a
dependable supplier within this sector, we understand the crucial importance
of reliable power solutions when it comes to saving lives and safeguarding
communities. Our continued affiliation with this event is an important
opportunity for us to showcase our latest innovations and express our
ongoing commitment to supporting the emergency services industry."

Visitors to the Fischer Panda UK stand can speak to the company's expert
team who will be on hand to demonstrate products and provide
comprehensive advice and information on the systems available as well as
the innovations towards greener solutions. Technical vehicle specialists from
the organisation will also be available to discuss bespoke system solutions
geared towards the specific needs of emergency services operations.

Visit www.fischerpanda.co.uk for more information about Fischer Panda’s
range of systems and more news leading up to the Emergency Services Show.
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About Fischer Panda UK

Fischer Panda UK Ltd offers full-system design capability, servicing and
aftercare as a leading distributor of diesel generators, air-conditioning
systems, hybrid electric solutions and integrated mobile power solutions for a
variety of commercial and specialist application vehicles.

Renowned worldwide as innovative, reliable and extremely quiet, the
extensive Fischer Panda range of compact diesel generators includes its next
generation highly efficient and powerful variable speed iSeries-Generators.
Other world-class products from Fischer Panda UK include mobile power
solutions working as the exclusive UK automotive distributor for Mastervolt
and a wide range of refrigeration and air-conditioning solutions as the UK
exclusive distributor for Autoclima.

Fischer Panda UK was among the first companies to achieve ISO UKAS
9000:2015 accreditation and operates from a purpose built 9,000 sq. ft
facility in Verwood, Dorset.
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Active in the military and automotive sectors, the company works with UK
MOD and other military units around the world providing solutions for
specialist vehicle and land-based applications. Two thirds of Formula 1
mobile truck units install Fischer Panda generators, as do the BBC, Sky and
many other mobile broadcasting vehicles.

Operating since 1977, Fischer Panda GmbH is headquartered in Paderborn,
Germany. The Fischer Panda team covers more than 500 technicians and
partners in over 90 countries worldwide.


